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Supersymmetric embedding of a model of a quantum harmonic oscillator 
interacting with infinitely many bosons 

Asao Arai 
Department of Mathematics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, 060, Japan 

(Received 8 April 1988; accepted for publication 21 September 1988) 

A mathematically rigorous analysis is given on supersymmetric embedding of a model of a 
one-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator interacting with infinitely many bosons moving 
in the s-dimensional space RS

• The model is exactly soluble. By a rigorous explicit construction 
of supersymmetric quantum field theories, it was proven that the Hamiltonian of the model is 
supersymmetrically embeddable if it is non-negative. The index of the Dirac-Kahler-type 
operators associated with the supercharges of the supersymmetric quantum field theories is 
computed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the course of developing supersymmetric quantum 
mechanics, as initiated by Witten, 1-3 it has been found that a 
number of quantum mechanical Hamiltonians have super
symmetric extensions. 1-14 In particular, in Ref. 5 a general 
formalism for constructing supersymmetric quantum me
chanical Hamiltonians was given, from which it is seen that 
some classes of quantum mechanical Hamiltonians of the 
Schr6dinger type have supersymmetric extensions. 

In view of a generalization of these results, it is natural 
to ask the following question: Given a quantum mechanical 
Hamiltonian, under what conditions does it have a super
symmetric extension? We shall say that a Hamiltonian is 
supersymmetrically embeddable if it has a supersymmetric 
extension (for a mathematically precise definition, see De
finition 2.2). 

The problem of supersymmetric embedding is interest
ing both physically and mathematically: It has been hoped 
that supersymmetry may give a fundamental framework for 
a unification of elementary-particle interactions. From this 
point of view, it may be natural to ask if the usual quantum 
theoretical models have something to do with supersym
metry. Namely, this leads to the question of super symmetric 
embedding. On the other hand, the Hamiltonian of a super
symmetric quantum theoretical model is given as the square 
of a Dirac-type operator (a "supercharge"), while the Ham
iltonian of a usual (bosonic) quantum theoretical model is 
an operator of the Schr6dinger type. Therefore, from a 
mathematical point of view, the problem of supersymmetric 
embedding may be regarded as one that investigates a "hid
den" structure (i.e., the supersymmetric structure) associat
ed with a Schr6dinger-type operator. This is also interesting 
in relation to index theorems (e.g., Refs. 15 and 16). 

In Ref. 17, Gozzi showed that the one-dimensional 
Schr6dinger Hamiltonian - d 2/ dx2 + U(x), xER, is super
symmetrically embeddable if it has a nodeless ground-state 
wavefunction. This result was extended to the three-dimen
sional case in Ref. 18 and to an arbitrary n-dimensional case 
in Ref. 19, where it was shown that every n-dimensional 
scalar Hamiltonian of the form 

n a2 
h= - I-2+U(X), x=(x1, ... ,Xn)ERn , (1.1) 

j~ 1 aXj 

is supersymmetrically embeddable ifit has a strictly positive 
ground-state wave function. (In Ref. 19, the boundedness 
from below of h is assumed. However, this is not necessary; 
in fact, one can deduce it from the assumption that h has a 
strictly positive eigenfunction. This is easily seen by tracing 
the "proof" of the supersymmetric embeddability of h.) 
Thus, as far as quantum mechanical Hamiltonians of the 
form (1.1) are concerned, the problem of supersymmetric 
embedding has been entirely solved, at least on a formal lev
el. [From a mathematically rigorous point of view, in addi
tion to the existence of a strictly positive eigenfunction n, 
some regularity conditions have to be imposed on n for the 
formal scheme of supersymmetric embedding to be justified. 
A mathematically rigorous analysis of the problem has been 
given in Ref. 20 as an application of an abstract mathemat
ical theory, with a class of symmetric operators acting in 
L 2 (M, f1-), where (M, f1-) is an abstract measure space.] 

As a next stage, it is interesting to study supersymmetric 
embedding of Hamiltonians in quantum field theory. In a 

• 21 h prevIous paper, t e present author considered n-compo-
nent quantum real scalar field Hamiltonians of the form 

n i tj2 H=-I dx+U(cp) 
j~1 R d (jCPj(X)2 

(1.2 ) 

in the Schr6dinger representation of the canonical commu
tation relations,22 where cp(x) = (CPI (x), ... ,CPn (x»), xERd

, is 
the time-zero field on the d-dimensional space Rd and U( cp) 
is a real-valued functional of cP denoting a potential, and 
formally showed by an infinite-dimensional extension of the 
method used in Ref. 19 that His supersymmetrically embed
dable if it has a strictly positive eigenfunctional. 

However, the question of how to give a mathematically 
rigorous basis to the formal scheme has been left open. [A 
class of models in which Uis a polynomial type with a special 
form23 was discussed rigorously in Ref. 24 in the case n = 1 
and d = 1,2. However, this is a rather tractable case once one 
employs results of constructive quantum field theory on 
P(CP)d models (e.g., Ref. 25 and references therein; cf., also, 
Ref. 26).] 

In this paper, we start a mathematically rigorous analy
sis on supersymmetric embedding of quantum field models. 
As a first step, we consider an exactly soluble model, which 
describes a quadratic interaction of a one-dimensional quan-
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tum harmonic oscillator with infinitely many scalar bosons 
and has been discussed in quantum statistical physics (e.g., 
Ref. 27 and references therein; in this context, the model is 
called the R WA oscillator). The Hamiltonian of the model is 
not exactly of the form (1.2) [see (3.9) in Sec. III]. There
fore, the method of Ref. 21 does not apply in its original 
form. The method taken in the present paper is as follows. 
We first "solve" the model exactly. The key to this is to find a 
canonical transformation28 by which the Hamiltonian is di
agonalized and its spectrum completely determined. This 
has been done in a previous paper.29 Then, by employing a 
method for supersymmetric extensions of a free scalar field, 
which consists of a direct infinite-dimensional extension of 
the method for supersymmetric extensions of the harmonic 
oscillator,30.31 we construct a supersymmetric quantum field 
theory (SSQFT) in which a reduction of the supersymme
tric Hamiltonian to a subspace of state vectors yields the 
Hamiltonian of the model. In this way, it is proved that the 
Hamiltonian of the model is supersymmetrically embedda
ble ifit is bounded from below (non-negative as a matter of 
fact). In fact, under the condition, we shall construct two 
kinds of SSQFT depending on the range of the parameters 
contained in the Hamiltonian. (It is known that a supersym
metric extension of a given Hamiltonian is not necessarily 
unique. See, e.g., Refs. 6-13, 30, and 31.) A big difference 
between the two theories is in the spectrum of the Hamilto
nian and, related to it, in the fermionic degrees of freedom 
(see Secs. V and VI). However, in both of the SSQFT's the 
bosons and the oscillator do not interact with the fermions. 

We remark that the method in the present paper applies 
also to other exactly soluble models with quadratic interac
tions (e.g., Ref. 32-39). 

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we first 
recapitulate an abstract axiomatic mathematical formula
tion of super symmetric quantum theory (SSQT) for a rigor
ous approach, which was proposed first in Ref. 40 and then 
in Ref. 41 with a reformulation in terms of sequilinear forms. 
Then we give a mathematically precise definition of super
symmetric embeddability of quantum Hamiltonians. In Sec. 
III, we define the model by giving its Hamiltonian. In Sec. 
IV, as preliminaries to Secs. V and VI, some technical facts 
taken from Ref. 29 are presented and some additional for
mulas are proved. In Secs. V and VI, we construct explicitly 
SSQFT's and prove the supersymmetric embeddability of 
the model. In Sec. VII, some remarks are given. In particu
lar, we discuss index problems related to the supersymmetric 
quantum field models constructed in Secs. V and VI. 

II. DEFINITION OF SUPERSYMMETRIC QUANTUM 
THEORY AND SUPERSYMMETRIC EMBEDDING 

Following Refs. 40 and 41, we first give an axiomatic 
mathematical formulation of SSQT, which applies to both 
supersymmetric quantum mechanics and SSQFT. 

Definition 2.1: Let N;;.l be a fixed integer. A SSQT with 
A;-supersymmetry is a quadruple {JY,{Q)~ I,Hss ,NF } 

consisting of a Hilbert space JY, a set of self-adjoint opera
tors {Q)f= I (supercharges), self-adjoint operators Hss 
(supersymmetric Hamiltonian), and NF (fermion number 
operator) satisfying the following properties. 
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(a) The Hilbert space JY is decomposed into two mutu
ally orthogonal closed subs paces JY ± : 

JY=JY+E9JY_ 

and, for all 'I' ± &W' ± ' 

NF'I'± = ±'I'± . 

(b) The operator Hss is related to Qj' j = 1,oo.,N, by 

Hss = Q i = Q ~ = ... = Q 7v . 

(c) The operators Qj' j = 1, ... ,N, satisfy the anticom
mutation relations in the sense of sesquilinear form: 

(Q;'I',Q/I» + (Qj'l',Q;<I» = 0, i=lj, 

'1', <l>ED (Q; ) (lD( Q) , 

where ( , ) is the inner product of JY and D(A) denotes the 
domain of operator A. 

( d ) For all 'I' and <I> in D ( Qj ) , 

(NF'I',Qj<l» + (Qj'l',NF<I» =0, j= 1,2,oo.,N. (2.1) 

Some remarks are in order. Condition (a) is equivalent 
to the fact that N F has a purely discrete spectrum with eigen
values ± 1. The subspaces JY + and JY _ are called the sub
spaces of bosonic and fermionic states, respectively. Condi
tion (b) implies that the supersymmetric Hamiltonian Hss 
is non-negative and 

D(QI) = .. , =D(QN)=D(H~~2), 

which follows from the spectral theorem for a self-adjoint 
operator. Since N F is bounded and self-adjoint, Eq. (2.1) is 
equivalent to 

(Qj'l',NF<I» = - ('I',NFQj<l», 'I',<I>ED(Qj)' 

Hence, for every <l>ED( Qj)' NF<I> is in D( Q), that is, NF: 
D(Q) ...... D(Q) and 

QjNF+NFQj=O, j=l,oo.,N, 

on D( Qj)' For some abstract results derived from the above 
definition of a SSQT, see, e.g., Refs. 40-42. 

Definition 2.2: LetA be a self-adjoint operator acting in a 
Hilbert space. We say that A is supersymmetrically embed
dable if it is unitarily equivalent to a reduced part of the 
supersymmetric Hamiltonian of a SSQT. 

Remark: Since a supersymmetric Hamiltonian is non
negative [condition (b) ], every supersymmetrically embed
dable operator is non-negative. This implies that an operator 
that is not non-negative is never supersymmetrically embed
dable. However, for a self-adjoint operator A that is bounded 
from below, the "renormalized" operator A - Eo may be 
supersymmetrically embeddable, where Eo is the infimum of 
the spectrum of A. 

III. DEFINITION OF THE MODEL 

In this section we define the model mentioned in Sec. I. 
For a mathematical generality, we assume that the bosons 
move in the s-dimensional Euclidean space RS. Further, in 
this paper we shall confine ourselves to the case with a cutoff 
interaction. Thus the Hilbert space Y of the state vectors is 
given by the tensor product of L 2(R) and the Boson Fock 
space Y B(L 2(RS») over L 2(RS): 

Y=L 2 (R)®YB (L 2 (RS »). (3.1) 
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Let lUI be a non-negative, strictly monotone increasing, 
and continuously differentiable function on (0,00) satisfy
ing the condition that lUI (t) -+ 00 as t-+ 00. Then we define 
the rotation invariant function lU on R' by 

(3.2) 

which physically denotes the energy of one free boson with 
momentum k. Regarding lU as a non-negative self-adjoint 
multiplication operator in L 2(RS

), we define the boson-free 
Hamiltonian HOB acting in:7 B(L 2(RS») by 

HOB = dr(lU) , (3.3) 

where dr(lU) is the second quantization of lU (see Ref. 43, 
§X.7, p. 208); the formal expression is given as 

HOB = J lU(k)b(k)*b(k) dk, (3.4 ) 

where b (k), kER" is the operator-valued distribution kernel 
of the boson annihilation operator acting in:7 B(L 2(RS»). 

The free Hamiltonian ho of the harmonic oscillator, 
which acts in L 2(R), is given by 

h i ( d
2 

2 2 ) * R o = - - -2 + lUo q - lUo = lUoO a, qE , 
2 dq 

(3.5) 

where lUo > 0 is a constant parameter denoting the frequency 
and a is the annihilation operator for the harmonic oscillator 
defined by 

a = ~ ,JQi;;q + ---- . 1 ( 1 d ) 
H .J% dq 

(3.6) 

We denote by b ( I), IEL 2 (R'), the (smeared) boson 
annihilation operator: 

b(/) = J b(k)/(k) dk. (3.7) 

The Hamiltonian H that defines the model is given by 

H=I®HoB +ho®I+a®b(p)*+a*®b(p), (3.8) 

where pEL 2(RS) denotes a cutoff function and I denotes 
identity. We shall assume that 

Then we have the following proposition. 
Proposition: The Hamiltonian H is essentially self-ad

joint on every core for I ® HOB + ho ® l. 
Proof See Ref. 29, Proposition 2.l. 0 
Remark: By passing to the Schrodinger representation 

of the canonical commutation relations22
•
25 (or the Q-space 

representation43
), where the time-zero field 

¢(x) = J (2(21T)SlU(k»)-1/2(b(k) + b( - k)*) eikx dk 

is realized as a distributional multiplication operator, one 
can see that H can be regarded as an infinite-dimensional 
Schrodinger operator. In fact, H has the following formal 
expression: 
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H=J..{ -J~dx+J [¢(x)L(x-y)¢(y) 
2 8¢(x) 

- 8(x - y)M(x - y)] dx dY} 

1 ( a2 
2 2 ) +- - -+lUoq -lUo 2 aq2 

+,JQi;;q f ¢(X)(@I/2p)(X) dx 

1 a f (A_I/2A)() 8 d ----- lU P X --- x. 
,JQi;; aq 8¢(x) 

(3.9) 

Here 

L(x) = J lU(k)Vkx dk, M(x) = f (j)(k)eikx dk, 

/ denotes the Fourier transform of J, and the operator @ 
acting in L 2(RS) is defined by 

(@/)(x) = (21T) -s/2 J lU(k)/(k) e-ikxdk. 

The spectral property of H is analyzed in Ref. 29. 

IV. SOME TECHNICAL FACTS 

In this section we summarize some of the technical facts 
discussed in Ref. 29, which are needed in Sees. V and VI. 

Let lUI be as in Sec. III, 

m = inf lUI (t»0, (4.1 ) 
1>0 

and put 

Cm=C,\[m,oo). (4.2) 

In the cut plane Cm , we define the function 

D(z) = -- z + lUo + r /p(k) /2 dk, ZEC
m

• (4.3) 
JR' Z - lUCk) 

Henceforth, throughout the paper, we assume the fol
lowing (A2)-(A4) in addition to (Al): 

(A2) sup ID(t ± iE) + t ± iE - lUol < 00 , 
S>O 

/Elm,,,,, ) 

(A3) inf ID(t ± iE) 1>0, 
S>O 

/Elm."" ) 

(A4) lU;(lkl)-1/2Ikl<s-I)/2pEL""(RS). 

It follows from (4.3) that D(z) is analytic in Cm and 

D'(z)= -1- r Ip(kW dk, ZEC
m

• (4.4) 
JR' (z-lU(k»2 

In particular, we have D(t) <0 for all tEe - oo,m). 

Therefore, D(t) is monotone decreasing in tEe - oo,m) and 
hence the limit 

(4.5) 
11m 

exists. It follows from (A2) and (A3) that am #0, - 00. 

(In Ref. 29, am is denoted asdm .) We shall denote the inner 
product and the norm of L 2 (RS) by (. , ')2 (linearin the left 
vector) and 1I·11z. respectively. 
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Lemma 4. 1: (a) Ifam > 0, thenD(z) has no zeros in Cm. 
(b) If am <0, then D(z) has a unique simple zero 

VE( - oo,m). 
In particular, if m > 0 and mo>lIm-I/2pll~ (resp. m>O 

and mo< Ilm-I/2pll~), then O";;v<m (resp. v<O). 
Proof· An elementary exercise. (In Ref. 29, v is denoted 

asmA .) 0 
Remark: The spectral property of H drastically changes 

according to the sign of am (see Ref. 29, Theorem 3.2). We 
shall see that this fact is related to the nonuniqueness of a 
SSQT into which His embedded (see Secs. V and VI). 

Let 

u
l
(t)=mi(t)1I2(-<s-I)!2, (>0, 

and define 

u(k) = U 1 (Ik I), kERs. 

For E> 0, we define a linear operator GE by 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(G f)(k) =J u(k)u(k')f(k') dk'. (4.8) 
E m(k) _ m(k') + iE 

It is proved that for every € > 0, G E is a bounded linear opera
tor on L 2(RS) and that the strong limit 

(4.9) 

exists. One can easily see that the limits 

lim D(t ± IE) =D ± (t) 
EIO 

(4.10) 

exist for a.e. (E(m, 00 ) and are not zero by (A3). Hence we 
can define the function 

F(k) =p(k)ID+(m(k»). ( 4.11) 

[In Ref. 29, F(k) is denoted as Q(k).] 
As already seen, we have D' (t) < 0 for all « m. In the 

case am < 0, for convenience we define the constant Co > 0 by 

c6 = - liD '(v) . (4.12) 

Further, we introduce the function 

fo(k) = cop(k)/[m(k) - v] . (4.13) 

[In Ref. 29, Io(k) is denoted as "'A (k).] 

In Ref. 29, it is proved that the operator T given by 

Tf=f-Fu-1Gu-1p/, fEL 2(RS) , (4.14) 

is bounded on L 2(RS
). By OCt) we denote the Heaviside 

function: O(t) = I for (> 0 and O(t) = 0 for ( < o. 
Lemma 4.2: The following formulas hold: 

T*T=I-O( -am )(· ,10)210, (4.15) 

TT* + (. ,FhF=I, 

IIFII~ = I - O( - am )c6 , 

T*F+O( -am)colo=O, 

Tp + (m - mo)F = 0 , 

[T*,m]f= - (J,Fhp, fED(m) , 

( 4.16) 

( 4.17) 

(4.18 ) 

( 4.19) 

( 4.20) 

where D(m) denotes the domain of m as a multiplication 
operator in L 2(RS

). Also, 

Tio + Co F = 0 , ( 4.21 ) 

111011~ + c6 = I . (4.22) 
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[Equations (4.21) and (4.22) are meaningful only for the 
case am <0.] 

Proof See Ref. 29, Corollary 4.9 and Lemmas 4.11 and 
~IL 0 

We shall need more formulas. 
Lemma 4.3: The following formulas hold: 

T*mTf = mf - O( - am )v( J,fo)21o, fED(m) , (4.23) 

T*mF+O(-am)covlo= -p, (4.24) 

Ilml/2FII~ + O( - am )vc6 = mo. (4.25) 

Proof We first note that (4.20) implies that T: 
D(m) --.D(m). Then, by replacing fin (4.20) by Tf and 
using (4.15) and (4.18), we have 

T*mTf= mf - O( - am )(J,fo)2(mlo - cop) . 

On the other hand, it is easy to see that 

mlo - coP = vlo. (4.26) 

Thus (4.23) follows. 
Equation (4.19) implies that F is in D(m). Then, by 

putting f = F in (4.20) and using (4.17), (4.18), and 
(4.26), we obtain (4.24). 

To prove (4.25), we take the inner product of (4.19) 
with F. Then, using (4.17) and (4.18), we have 

Ilml / 2F112 = m - O( - a )c2(m + J Ip(k) 12 dk). 
20m 0 0 V _ m(k) 

Since D( v) = 0, we see that 

mo + J Ip(k) 12 dk = v. 
v -m(k) 

Thus (4.25) follows. 

v. SUPERSYMMETRIC EMBEDDING OF H
THE CASE am >0 

o 

Before discussing the supersymmetric embedding of H, 
we remark that if am > 0, then we have 

up (H) = {O}, Using (H) = ¢ , 

U ac (H) = {m(k) IkERs} = [m,oo) , 

where up (resp. USing,Uac) denotes the point (resp. singular 
continuous, absolutely continuous) spectrum and the multi
plicity of the eigenvalue zero is 1. In particular, H is non
negative. These results are proved in Ref. 29. 

We first construct a SSQFT. In order to do so, we need 
to introduce fermionic degrees of freedom. 

Let Y F (L 2 (RS ») be the Fermion Fock space over 
L 2(RS

): 

Y F (L 2(RS»)= ; An(L2(RS») , (5.1) 
n=O 

where An(L 2(RS») is the n-fold antisymmetric tensor prod
uct of L2(RS) (e.g., Ref. 44, Sec. 11.4) [AO(L 2(RS»)=C]. 
Let "'(f), fEL 2(RS), be the (smeared) Fermion annihila
tion operator on Y F(L 2(RS »), so that the anticommutation 
relations 

{"'(f),"'( g)*} = (J,g)2' {t/J(f),"'( g)} = 0, 

J, gEL 2(RS) , 
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hold, where {A,B}=AB + BA. 
Let 

(c) The following anticommutation relations hold on 
JYo: 

JY=Y®YF(L 2(RS»). (5.3) {d,¢(/)*} = 0, IEL 2(RS) , (5.14) 

This will be the Hilbert space of state vectors for the SSQFf. 
Let 

and 

JY + = EB JY(2n) , JY _ = EB JY(2n+ I) • 

n=O n=O 

Then, JY is identified as 

JY=JY+EBJY_ . 

Let 

¢o(q) = (cuohr) 1/4 e - w"q'12, qER, 

(5.4 ) 

(5.5 ) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

which is the normalized ground-state function of ho in 
L 2(R) (i.e., ho¢o = 0). We denote by fiB and fiF the Fock 
vacuum in Y B(L 2(RS») and Y F(L 2(RS»), respectively. We 
define the vector fiEJY by 

fi = ¢o ® fiB ® fiF . (5.8) 

A closed linear operator A in L 2(R) [resp. 
Y B (L 2 (RS

) ),Y F(L 2 (RS
) )] can be exte~ded to a closed lin

ear operator in JYasA ®I ®I (resp. I ®A ®I,I ®I ®A). We 
shall denote the extension by the same symbol. Henceforth, 
we shall omit the symbol ® in operator tensor products if 
there would be no confusions. 

Let JYo be the subspace in JY spanned algebraically by 
vectors of the form 

'I' n (II'''''/;'; gl>· .. ,gr) 

=a*nb(/I)* ... b(lp)*¢( gl)* '" ¢( gr)*fi, 

n,p,r;;>O, II''''/;'' gl, ... ,grED(cu) . (5.9) 

It is easy to see that JYo is dense in JY. We define the opera
tor d on JYo by 

d'I' n (II'''''/;'; gl, .. ·,gr) 
P A 

= L ¢(cu I/2 Tfj)*'I'n(/I, ... ,fj , .. ·,/;,;gl, ... ,gr) (5.10) 
j~ I 

and extending by linearity to all vectors in JYo, where the 
operator T is given by (4.14) and findicates omission of f 

We denote by HOF the second quantization of w (the 
fermion free Hamiltonian) in Y F (L 2 (RS »). We put 

Ho=HoB +HOF' (5.11) 

which is a non-negative self-adjoint operator in JY. 
Lemma 5.1: (a) For every r:>O, d maps JY(r) nJYo into 

JY(r+ I) with 

(5.12) 

(b) The operator d is closable and the adjoint d * is given 
by 
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{d,¢(/)} = b(T*w1l2/), IED(cu I/2 ) , 

{d,d *} = Ho - ¢(cu I/2F)*¢(WI/2F) . 

(5.15 ) 

(5.16 ) 

Proof (a) The first assertion is obvious from definition 
(5.10). To prove (5.12), we see that 
d 2'1' n (II'''''/;'; gl, .. ·,gr) 

_ ~ A A • 1/2 1/2 
- 4,; 'I' n (/I, .. ·/;, .. ·Jj, .. ·/;"cu T/;,w Tfj, gl, .. ·,gr)· 

i#j 

On the other hand, 'l'n(/I, ... ,/;,;gl, ... ,gr) is symmetric 
(resp. antisymmetric) in (II''''/;') [resp. (gl, ... ,gr)]' 
Hence the rhs of the above equation must vanish. Therefore 
we obtain (5.12). 

(b) Equation (5.13) follows from definition (5.10) and 
the anticommutation relations (5.2). This shows at the same 
time that D(d*), the domain of d*, is dense with 
JYoCD(d*). Hence, by a general criterion (e.g., Ref. 44, 
Theorem VIII. 1 ), d is closable. 

(c) We have, from definition (5.10), 
{d,¢( I) *}'I' n (I. , ... , /;,;g I, .. ·,gr ) 

p 

= L {¢(cu I/2 Tfj)*,¢(/)*} 
j~ I 

X 'I' n (/1, ... ,}j, ... ,/;,; gl, .. ·,gr)· 
By (5.2), the rhs vanishes. Hence (5.14) follows. 

Using (5.2) and the fact 

¢(/)fi=O, IEL2(RS) , (5.17) 

we have 

{d,¢( I)}'I' n (II'''''/;'; gl, .. ·,gr) 
P A 

= L (T*cu I/2J,fj )2'1' n (/1, ... Jj, .. ·/;,; gl, .. ·,gr) . 
j~ I 

(5.18 ) 

On the other hand, by the canonical commutation relation 

[b(/),b( g)*] = (J, g)2' J, gEL 2(RS) , (5.19) 
and the fact 

(5.20) 

we see that the rhs on (5.18) is equal to 
b( T*cu I/2j) 'I' n (II'''''/;'; gl, .. ·,gr)' Hence (5.15) follows. 

By direct computations, we have 

{d,d *}'I' n (I., ... ,/;,; gl,· .. ,gr) 
r 

= L 'I' n (II'''''/;'; gl, .. ·,WI/2TT*CUI/2go .. ·,gr) 
;=1 

p 

+ L 'I' n (/1, .. ·,T*CUTfj, ... ,/;,; gl,· .. ,gr) . 
j~ I 

(5.21 ) 

Then (4.16) and (4.23) give (5.16). D 
Based on (b) of Lemma 5.1, we shall denote the closure 

of d t JYo by the same symbol. 
Let 

Q = d - a¢(w I/2F)* . (5.22) 

Lemma 5.2: For every r:>O, Q maps JY(r) nJYo into 
JY(r+ I) and 
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Q2 ~ &,,(r) n&"o =0. (S.23 ) 

Further, Q is closable and 

Q * = d * - a*¢(wI/2F) (S.24 ) 

on &"0' 
Proof' The first halffollows from Lemma S.l (a), the 

fact that 

¢( f)*: A (r)(L 2(KS) )-+Ar+ I(L 2(KS»), 
(S.14) and (S.2). It is obvious that D(Q*) ::J&"o with 
(S.24). In particular, D( Q *) is dense and hence, by a general 
criterion (e.g., Ref. 44, Theorem VIII. 1 ), Q is closable. 0 

We shall denote the closure of Q ~ &"0 by the same 
symbol. 

Lemma 5.3: The operator Q (resp. Q*) maps D(Q) 
[resp. D( Q *)] into itself with 

Q Z = 0 , Q *z = 0 . (S.2S) 

Proof: We need only to prove that, for alII{! in D( Q) and 
<I> in D ( Q *), 

(QI{!,Q*<I» = O. (S.26) 

For this purpose, we first consider the case I{!EKo' Then 
(S.26) follows from (S.23). Since &"0 is a core for Q by 
definition, we can extend the result to all I{! in D( Q) by a 
limiting argument. 0 

Let 

QI=Q*+Q, 

Qz = i( Q * - Q) . 

(S.27) 

(S.28) 

Lemma 5.4: For each j = 1,2, Qj is closed symmetric on 
D(Q) nD(Q *). Further we have 

{QI,Q2} = 0 (S.29) 

in the sense of sesquilinear form on D( Q) nD( Q *). 
Proof: The symmetricity of Qj is obvious. For the closed

ness, we need only note that 

IIQjl{!II z = IIQ*1{!11 2 + IIQI{!I1 2
, I{!ED(Q)nD(Q*) , 

since we have (S.26). Equation (S.29) follows from 
(S.26). 0 

The operator 

Ho= ho +Ho (S.30) 

is a non-negative self-adjoint operator and &"0 is a core for 
Ho (cf. Ref. 44, §VIIl.lO). 

Proposition 5.5: For each j = 1,2, Qj is essentially self
adjoint on every core for Ho, in particular, on &"0' 

Proof: The operators Qj' j = 1,2, are given explicitly as 
follows: 

QI = d + d * - a*¢(wI/2F) - a¢(wl12F) * , 
Qz = i(d * - d) - ia*¢(wl12F) + ia¢(wI/ZF) * 
on &"0' By (S.12) and (S.16), we have 

(S.31 ) 

(S.32) 

Cd + d *)2 = [i(d * - d) ] 2 = Ho - ¢(WI/ZF) *¢(WI/ZF) 

on &"0' It follows from this relation and the boundedness of 
¢( f), fEI. z(KS), that Qj is Ho bounded (in fact, it is H 612 

bounded). Further, one can show by direct computations 
that 
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I (Qjl{!,Hol{!) - (Hol{!,Qjl{!) I 
<ell (Ho + I) 1/

21{!112, I{!EKo, 
with a constant e> O. Therefore, by the Glimm-Jaffe-Nel
son commutator theorem (Ref. 43, §X.S, Ref. 2S, §19.4), we 
obtain the desired result. 0 

Let P + (resp. P _ ) be the orthogonal projection from &" 
onto &" ± and put 

NF =P+ -P_. (S.33) 

Lemma 5.6: For each j = 1,2, NF maps D( Qj) into it
self and 

(S.34 ) 

onD(Qj)' 
Proof: We first prove (S.34) on &"0' Then, by a limiting 

argument using the fact that &"0 is a core for Qj (Proposition 
S.S), we obtain the desired result. 0 

Lemma 5. 7: We have 

Qi=Q~=H+HoF (S.3S) 

as the operator equality. 
Proof: By (S.27), (S.28), and (S.2S), we have 

Qi = Q~ = {Q,Q*} (S.36) 

on &"0' On the other hand, by (S.lS), (S.16), and (S.2), we 
have 

{Q,Q*} = Ho - a*b(T*wF) - ab(T*wF)* 

on &"0' Hence (S.23) and (S.24) give (S.3S) on &"0' Since 
&"0 is a core for the self-adjoint operator H + HOF and Q J is 
self-adjoint, we obtain the desired result. 0 

Let 

Hss = H + HOF . (S.37) 

Then (S.6), (S.29), and Lemmas S.6 and S.7 immediately 
give the following proposition. 

Proposition 5.8: The quadruple {&",{QI,Qzl,Hss,NF} is 
a SSQT with N = 2 supersymmetry. 

Further, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.9: The supersymmetric Hamiltonian Hss is 

reduced by every &,,(r), r;;;.O and we have 

H=H~~), (S.38) 

where H ~~) is the reduced part of Hss to &,,(r). 
Proof' Let P (r) be the orthogonal projection from &" 

onto &,,(r) and I{I be in D(Hss )' Then, by the definition of 
H + HOF [which is the closure of H ® I + I ® HOF on 
D(H) ® D(H OF ) ], there exists a sequence {I{! n} 
eD(H) ® D(HoF ) such that I{I n -+ I{I and Hss I{! n -+Hss I{!. 
Hence p(r)l{!n ..... p(r)1{! and p(r)Hss I{!n -+p(r)Hss I{!. On the 

other hand, it follows from the reducibility of HOF by 
Ar(L z(KS») that P (r)1{! nED(Hss) and 

P (r) Hss I{I n = HssP (r)1{! n . 

Hence, by the closedness of H ss , we have P (r)I{!ED(Hss ) 
and P (r) Hss I{! = HssP (r)l{!. Thus, Hss is reduced by &,,(r). 
Then using the fact 
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HOFOF = ° 
and (5.37), we obtain (5.38). 0 

Proposition 5.8 and Lemma 5.9 yield the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 5.10: Let am > 0. Then the Hamiltonian H giv
en by (3.8) is supersymmetrically embeddable into the 
SSQT {K,{Q"Q2},Hss ,NF}. 

As seen from (5.37), the bosonic and fermionic degrees 
of freedom are uncoupled in Hss. Therefore, in the SSQT 
constructed above, the bosons do not interact with the fer
mions. 

VI. SUPERSYMMETRIC EMBEDDING OF H
THE CASE am < 0 

We first note the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.1: Let am <Oandwo< IIW-'/2pll~. ThenH 

is not supersymmetrically embeddable. 
Proof It is proved in Ref. 29 that under the assumption 

of Proposition 6.1, the spectrum of His the whole real line JR. 
Thus the assertion follows (see the Remark after Definition 
2.2). 0 

Henceforth we consider the case am < 0, m > 0, and 
wo> Ilw-'/2pll~. In this case, it is proved in Ref. 29 that 
O<v<m and 

up (H) = {nv}:=o, Using (H) = ¢, 

uac(H) = [m,oo), 

where the multiplicity of each eigenvalue nv is 1. In particu
lar, His non-negative. We shall show that His supersymme
trically embeddable into a SSQFT. Since the method is quite 
parallel to the preceding case am> 0, we shall give only the 
outline. 

In the present case, the Hilbert space of state vectors for 
the SSQFT is taken as 

K=Y®YF(CEElL 2(JRS»), (6.1) 

where Y F(CEElL 2(JRS ») is the Fermion Fock space over 
CEElL 2(JRS) [cf. (5.3)]. We shall denote by 'II(A,J), 
(A,J)ECEElL 2(JRs

), the fermion annihilation operator on 
Y F(CEElL 2(JRs») and put 

t/J(/) = 'II(O,J) , 

aF = 'II ( 1,0) . 

(6.2) 

(6.3 ) 

Then t/J( . ) satisfies (5.2) and the following anticommuta
tion relations hold: 

{aF ,a~} = I , a~ = 0 , (6.4 ) 

{t/J( I) ,aF} = ° = {t/J( j) ,a~}, IEL 2(JRs) . (6.5) 

Let OF be the Fock vacuum in Y F(C EElL 2(JRS») and 
define the vectoor 0 inKby therhs of (5.8). LetKo be the 
subspace spanned algebraically by vectors of the form 

a*nb(/,)* ... b(1;,)*t/J( g,)* ... t/J(gr)*a~qO, 

n,p,r>O, q = 0,1, 1""",1;,, g,,···,grED(w) . 

Then, as in the preceding case am > 0, we define the opera
tors Q, and Q2 on Ko by (5.27) and (5.28) with 

Q = d - at/J(w'/2F) * + v'/2a~(b(fo) - coa), (6.6) 

where d is defined by (5.10). One can show that Q t Ko is 
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closable (cf. Lemma 5.2); we shall denote the closure by the 
same symbol. Further, in the present case also Lemmas 5.3 
and 5.4 hold. 

Let 

Ko = ho + Ho + va~aF . (6.7) 

Then we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.2: Each Qj' j = 1,2, is essentially self-ad

joint on every core for Ko, in particular, on Ko. 
Proof Similar to the proof of Proposition 5.5. 0 
Let A;(L 2 (RS»), j = 0,1, r>O, be the closure of the sub

space generated by vectors of the form 

t/J(/,)* .. , t/J(/,)*a~jOF' 1" ... ,JrEL 2(JRs) . 

Then we have 
00 

Y F(CEElL 2(JRs»)= EEl [A~(L2(JRS»EElA~(L2(JRS»)] 
r=O 

and hence 

JY=JY+EElJY_ 

with 

(6.8) 

K + = EEl Y ® [A~r(L 2(RS») EEl Ai r + '(L 2(JRs)j], (6.9) 
r=O 

K_ = ; Y® [A~r+'(L2(JRs»)EElAir(L2(Rs)j]. (6.10) 
r=O 

We denote by P ± the orthogonal projection from JY onto 
K± and put 

(6.11 ) 

Then one can show in the same way as in Lemma 5.6 that 
NF: D(Qj) -+D(Q), j = 1,2, and that (5.34) holds. 

Lemma 6.3: We have 

Qi = Q~ = H + HOF + va~aF (6.12) 

as the operator equality. 
Proof As in the proof of Lemma 5.7, we have (5.36). By 

direct computation, we have 

{Q,Q*} = Ho - a*b(T*wF + vColo) 

- abe T*wF + vColo)* 

- V'/2aF t/J(W'/2(Tlo + coF»* 

- v'/2a~t/J(w'/2(Tlo + coF» 

+ (1Iw'/2F II~ + vc~ )a*a 

+v(lIfoll~ +c~)a~aF 

on JYo. Then by (4.21), (4.22), (4.24), and (4.25), we ob
tain (6.12) on JYo. Since JYo is a core for the self-adjoint 
operator H + HOF + va~aF' the result can be extended to 
operator equality. 0 

Let 
Hss = H + HOF + va~aF . (6.13) 

Then the above results show that {K,{Q"Q2},Hss ,NF} is a 
SSQTwith N = 2 supersymmetry. 

Let 

jIt1°)=Y®{OF}CJY'+. (6.14) 

Then, in the same way as in Lemma 5.9, one can prove that 
Hss given by (6.13) is reduced by jIt10) and 

H = Hss t jIt10), (6.15) 
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the reduced part of Hss to ~O). Thus we conclude that H i~ 
supersymmetrically embeddable. 

As seen from (6.13), in the SSQT constructed above, 
the bosons do not interact with the fermions. 

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A. A renormalized case 

Let us consider the case where a parameter is renormal
ized so that H is always non-negative. Namely, let 

Wo = wo + m + J Ip(k) 12 dk 
w(k) - m 

and H ren be H with Wo in place of wo. Then it is shown29 (or 
easy to see) that H ren is always non-negative. Further, we 
see, by replacing wo in everything by wo, that the discussion 
in Sec. V works and that H ren is supersymmetrically embed
dable independent of the range of the parameters. 

B. Exceptional cases 

For a complete analysis of supersymmetric embedding 
of the present model, it still remains for us to consider the 
two exceptional cases: the case with am = ° and the case 
where am < 0, m > 0, and wo = IIw-l/2pll~. In both cases, H 
is non-negative29 and, in the same way as in Secs. V and VI, 
we can show that H is supersymmetrically embeddable. 
Thus we have proved that H is supersymmetrically embed
dable if it is non-negative. 

C.lndex problem 

Let {JY', {Q)J"= 1 ,Hss ,NF} be a SSQT (Definition 2.1). 
Then one can show4o

,41 that Hss is reduced by JY' ± . Let 
Hss. ± be the reduced part of Hss to JY' ± . Then the Witten 
index Iw (Hss ) is defined by 

Iw(Hss) = dim ker Hss, + -dimkerHss,_, (7.1) 

which physically means the number of bosonic zero-energy 
states minus the number of fermionic zero-energy states 
(e.g., Refs. 1-3 and 15 and 16). It is well known2 that 
Iw (Hss) is the index of an operator: Since Qj maps 
D( Qj) nJY' ± into JY' +' [property (d) in Definition 2.1], 
one can define the operator Qj+ : D( Qj ) nJY' + --+ JY' _ by 

Qj+ = Qj ~ D(Q) nJY' + . (7.2) 

The index of Qj + is defined by 

index Qj+ = dim ker Qj+ - dim ker Qj+, (7.3) 

provided that at least one of dim ker Qj + and dim ker Q j + 
is finite (ifboth are finite and Ran Qj+ is closed, then Qj+ is 
called Fredholm; in this case, index Qj + is the Fredholm 
index of Qj + (e.g., Ref. 45) ]. Then it is easy to see2 that 

Iw(Hss) = index Qj+' j= 1, ... ,N. (7.4) 

The supercharges defined by Sees. V and VI may be 
regarded as infinite-dimensional Kiihler-Dirac-type opera
tors. It is interesting to compute their indices as a special case 
of the index problem in infinite-dimensional manifolds26

•
46 

as in the following proposition. 
Proposition: (a) Let am> ° and let JY' ± and Qj' 
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j = 1,2, be given by (5.5), (5.31), and (5.32), respectively. 
Then 

index Qj+ = 1, j = 1,2. (7.5) 

(b) Let am < 0, m > 0, w> IIw -1I2p 11L and let JY' ± be 
given by (6.9) and (6.10). Let Q}, j= 1,2, be defined by 
(5.27) and (5.28) with Q given by (6.6). Then 

index Qj+ = 1, j = 1,2. (7.6) 

Proof' (a) By (5.37) and the non-negativity of Hand 
HOF (see the beginning of Sec. V), Hss'l' = ° ['I'ED(Hss)] 
implies 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

It is well known that, in Y F(L 2(]Rs»), every vector annihi
lated by HOF is a constant multiple of the Fock vacuum fiF. 
Therefore Eq. (7.8) implies that 

(7.9) 

On the other hand, it is proved in Ref. 29 that, in y, H<I> = ° 
if and only if <I> is a constant multiple of l/Jo ® fiB' Combining 
this fact with (7.9), we obtain 'I' = const .0., with fi defined 
by (5.8). Thus we have proved that 

dimkerHss.+ = 1, dimkerHss._ =0, (7.10) 

which, together with (7.4), give (7.5). 
(b) In this case also, we can prove (7.10) in the same 

way as in part (a). Thus (7.6) follows. 0 
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